Veeam Data Cloud for Microsoft 365 — now powered with Microsoft 365 Backup Storage — is a backup service providing comprehensive data protection and data recovery for Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint, OneDrive for Business, and Teams, giving you complete control of your Microsoft 365 environment.

- Trusted, industry-leading technology
- Modern, secure and intuitive
- Everything is included

Key capabilities

**Backup made simple**
Simply log in through a web browser and begin backing up in minutes.

**Secured and maintained for you**
Offload ongoing maintenance to experts, and leverage latest features.

**Enhanced security**
Encryption, MFA, RBAC and service-level immutability.

**Everything is included**
Software, backup infrastructure, and unlimited storage bundled at one cost.

**Lightning-fast backups and restores**
Seamlessly protect 100+ TBs of data.

**Ransomware Recovery**
Bulk restores at scale for increased reliance to cyber attacks.

**Data sovereignty**
Store your data in the cloud region of your choice, with retention control.

**Flexibility**
Highly customizable backups alongside bulk and granular restore capabilities.

Microsoft 365 Cyberattacks and Data Loss Are Common

- 75% of enterprises will prioritize backup of SaaS apps as a critical requirement by 2028, compared to 15% in 2024
- 88% of organizations are very likely to utilize BaaS within the next two years
- 10x faster recovery times are achieved with Veeam
Streamline Your Backup Experience
Achieve the confidence and reliability of the industry’s best data protection solutions for Microsoft 365 and Azure, matched with the ease and accessibility of SaaS.

Veeam Data Cloud
Resilient Data Protection Made Simple

- Microsoft 365
- Microsoft Azure
- Veeam Vault

Cloud-native backup and storage services

Now Powered with Microsoft 365 Backup Storage

Veeam joins forces with Microsoft, empowering organizations to quickly backup and recover large volumes of Microsoft 365 data, protecting against any cyberattack or data loss scenario.

Lightning-fast backup and recovery specifically designed for large Microsoft capabilities 365 environments, seamlessly protecting and restoring 100+ TBs and 10,000+ objects. Bulk restores at scale for increased resilience to ransomware or malware attacks ensuring business continuity.

21M+
M365 users protected on active subscriptions

74%
of the Global 2,000 are Veeam Customers

#1in market share per IDC in the Data and Replication & Protection Market